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Abstract

Real-world distributed systems and networks are
often unreliable and subject to random failures
of its components. Such a stochastic behavior
affects adversely the complexity of optimization
tasks performed routinely upon such systems. In
this work we investigate Monte Carlo solutions
for a class of two-stage optimization problems in
stochastic networks in which the expected value
of resources allocated before and after the oc-
curence of stochastic failures needs to be opti-
mized. The limitation of these problems is that
their exact solutions are exponential in the num-
ber of unreliable network components: thus, ex-
act methods do not scale-up well to large net-
works often seen in practice. We first show
that Monte Carlo optimization methods can over-
come the exponential bottleneck of exact meth-
ods. Next we support our theoretical findings on
resource allocation experiments and show a very
good scale-up potential of the methods on prob-
lems with large stochastic networks.

1 Introduction

Many distributed and network systems in practice are unre-
liable and subject to random failures of its components. Ex-
amples of such systems are power grids, where the distribu-
tion ability of the network can be affected by demand over-
loads, equipment malfunctions, and other random events,
or various transportation/communication/information net-
works subject to congestions and intermittent failures.
Stochastic behavior of a network system and its compo-
nents can affect seriously the functionality of the system
and tasks to be performed over its resources and topology.

Many tasks to be accomplished by the network system can
be formulated as resource allocation (optimization) prob-
lems. In resource allocation problems we seek the best as-
signment of resources to networks (e.g. flows on edges),

typically with some consideration to costs and benefits of
such allocations. In the stochastic case, we need to con-
sider random fluctuations of the underlying network struc-
ture and associated difficulties in satisfying our objectives.
While there are often models and efficient algorithms for
allocation problems in deterministic systems, typically for-
mulated as matching or flow optimization problems [18, 6],
solutions for the networks with stochastic components are
not straightforward. The main difficulty is that the qual-
ity of an individual allocation policy depends on all possi-
ble configurations of unreliable network components. The
problem here is the curse of dimensionality: the number
of all possible network outcomes can be exponential in the
number of unreliable network components. The challenge
is to investigate solutions that can alleviate the exponential
bottleneck and can scale-up well to large real-world net-
works.

The focus of this work is on the development and analysis
of Monte Carlo solutions for two-stage resource allocation
problems in large stochastic networks. Two-stage stochas-
tic problems were introduced by Dantzig [7]; Birge and
Loveaux [2] summarize the advances in this area. From
the network-related work, Monte Carlo solutions for two-
stage route optimization problems [15] in unreliable net-
works have been studied recently by Verweij et al [21].

A two-stage problem in context of unreliable networks
consists of the following sequence of steps: (1) allocate
initial resources over the unreliable network, (2) observe
stochastic events (failures of network components), (3) al-
locate/reallocate the remaining network resources given
constraints imposed by initial allocations and network fail-
ures. Two allocation stages are subject to different set of
constraints. Some allocation decisions can be made only
in the first stage before stochastic failures take place; the
second stage decisions are constrained by the first step al-
locations and observed configuration of unreliable network
components. Because of the dependencies between allo-
cation stages this type of problem is also referred to as a
two-stage problem with recourse [7, 2]. Two-stage stochas-
tic problems arise commonly in various investment, supply



management or communication applications. Examples in-
clude optimizations of product distribution in supply man-
agement subject to transportation failures, trading in dis-
tributed commodity markets, optimizations of equipment
parameters in communication networks, allocation of an-
cillary generating capacities in power grids and others.

A two-stage resource allocation problem is a special case of
a stochastic planning problem. Stochastic planning prob-
lems has been studied extensively by researchers in AI for
a number of years. Much of the research work has fo-
cused on planning problems with very large state spaces
[3, 8, 4, 13, 9], considerably less attention has been paid to
problems with complex action spaces [17, 10]. Although
two stage resource allocation problems in stochastic net-
works are restricted in terms of the number of decision
stages, their state and action spaces are very complex and
include many dependent components. An interesting as-
pect of the problem that affects tremendously the complex-
ity of the optimization is the random fluctuation of the un-
derlying network topology and the fact that optimizations
of resources are performed over such topologies.

In the following text, we first formulate the two-stage
stochastic problem for network systems and describe the
exponential bottleneck associated with its exact solution.
Next we describe Monte Carlo solutions for the evaluation
and optimization of the two-stage problems and analyze
their complexity. Finally we test the scale-up potential of
the algorithms on a problem of optimal allocations of con-
sumer and producer capacities in a stochastic transportation
network and illustrate a very good performance of methods
in terms of the quality of obtained approximations and their
running times.

2 Two-stage stochastic optimization
problem

The goal of the two-stage problem is to allocate resources
over the unreliable stochastic network such that we maxi-
mize the expected utility of such allocations.

Let ���������
	
���
	����	
����� denote a vector of allocation
decisions made in the first stage; � a space of all possible
allocation choices; � ��������������
� a failure configuration
– an outcome of a multivariate random variable with bi-
nary (0,1) values, such that � represents the failure and �
properly operating component; � a space of all possible
configurations, and, �! "��# a vector of allocations selected in
the second stage. The two-stage allocation problem (with
recourse) can be formulated as:

maximize $&%�')(* � # �,+-�  � #/.1032� +4�  ��	 ��#5#
subject to 6 �  � #879� 	����	 6�:; � #<7=�> �  ��	 �! "��#?# 	����	 >�@  ��	 �! "��#5#879�1AB�DCFE

Function (* � # defines expected value (utility) of the allo-

cation � . It decomposes into the first-stage value +G� , and
the expectation over all second stage values + � . Note that+ � itself corresponds to a mathematical optimization prob-
lem. Functions 6-H and

> H define the constraints variables
must satisfy. Constraints

> � 	���I	 > @ describe the depen-
dencies between the first stage decisions � and the second
stage decisions �8 J��# . Each constraint holds with probabil-
ity 1, or for each possible �KCL� .

A two stage optimization problem (with two optimization
stages) is typically converted to a single optimization prob-
lem where allocations � are optimized together with all
possible second stage decision �! "��# .
Curse of dimensionality. The hardest part of solving
a two-stage recourse problem is to evaluate the expected
values of +4� . When random variables are discretely dis-
tributed, the problem can be written as a large determinis-
tic problem: the expectations can be rewritten as sums, and
each constraint can be duplicated for each realization of
random variables. The apparent limitation here is the curse
of dimensionality; the complexity of the formulation de-
pends on the space of all realizations of random variables� . For discrete variables, the space is exponential in the
number of variables.

We stress that the dimensionality problem affects adversely
not only the optimization but also the evaluation task in
which we want to compute the value of some fixed alloca-
tion � : (* � # �,+-�  � #M.N0O24 +4�  ��	 ��#5#�P
Objective. Our main objective is to alleviate the dimen-
sionality problem. Basically, we want to eliminate the need
to consider explicitly all configurations in � and replace
them with a small (polynomial) set of failure configura-
tions. Then, if the set of constraints and a function +G� are
linear and +Q� is a linear programming problem the exact
solution can be obtained efficiently.

Solutions to dimensionality problem. In this work we
focus on Monte-Carlo (MC) approximations. Alternative
approaches include (1) mean-based approximations [19] in
which random variables are replaced with their means, and
(2) approximations based on state aggregations (clustering)
[11] in which the space of failure configuration is parti-
tioned into a “small” set of nonoverlapping groups and ev-
ery group is replaced by a single group representative. The
limitation of both these approaches is that they do not come
with any accuracy guarantees and thus represent heuristic
approximations.

3 Monte-Carlo approximations

The idea behind Monte-Carlo (MC) approximations is
to replace expectations over stochastic configurations0SRT +4�  ��	 �
#5# with their sample estimates.



3.1 Monte Carlo evaluation

Let (* � # be the value of the fixed allocation � . The quan-
tity can be approximated using U samples of random vari-
ables � � 	 � � 	����	 �
V as:

( V  � # � �U VW HYX �OZ + �  � #/. + �  ��	 �
[Y#I#]\�P
It is easy to see that once the sample � � 	 � � 	����	 �^V is ob-
tained the problem becomes a deterministic problem and
its complexity depends only on U .

Sample complexity analysis. The sample average ( V  � #
is an unbiased estimator of (_ � # and 0* "( V  � #I# � (* � # .
The probability of making an error larger than ` for a sam-
ple of size U , a_ cb ( V  � #edf(_ � #�bhgi`
# , can be bounded
using standard concentration inequalities (see, for example,
McDiarmid [16]). The result is summarized in the follow-
ing theorem.

Theorem 1 Let ( V  � # be the sample average approxima-
tion of (* � # for the fixed � . Then:

j a* �b ( V  � #�dk(* � #�b-g1`
#e7=lQm�n o
pJq p5rs pt5u vxw 	j The number of samples U to obtain the `�y estimate is:U)giz pt5u v��{ p�|~}��K� ����
where �4�c� % � �4�x���% d9�4�x���% is the difference between the
maximum and minimum possible values +�� can take given� .

Proof. The quality of the approximation of (* � # follows
directly from Hoeffding’s inequality [12].

The important feature of the approximation is that it is in-
dependent of b E3b : the number of different failure configu-
rations, thus the MC evaluation is able to break the expo-
nential dependency on b E3b . We note that the bounds in the
theorem are not the tightest possible, but they are sufficient
to show the independence on b E3b . Tighter bounds for U
can be obtained through Bennet’s or Bernstein’s concentra-
tion inequalities [16] or directly from Chernoff’s exponen-
tial bound [5].

3.2 Monte Carlo optimization

The optimization problem is harder and requires us to opti-
mize over the space � of all possible first stage allocations.
In general, two Monte-Carlo solutions can be applied to
solve the problem: interior and exterior methods [19, 14].
In interior methods, sampling is performed inside of a cho-
sen algorithm with new (independent) samples generated in
the process. The advantage is that the sampling approach

is fitted closely to the optimization method selected. Ex-
amples of the methods are: stochastic decomposition and
statistical L-shape method. In exterior methods the sample
is generated externally, and, thus, it is independent of the
optimization method used. In this work we pursue exterior
methods.

The idea of the MC optimization is to approximate the allo-
cation problem with the sample average problem [19, 14]:

maximize $�%�' ( V  � # � �U VW HYX �SZ +-�  � #M. +4�  ��	 � [ #I# \ P
The sample � � 	 � � 	���c	 �^V used in the approximation is
shared among different allocation choices and the problem
is transformed into a deterministic optimization problem.
We note that this is possible since allocations of � do not
affect stochastic components and their distribution.

Sample complexity analysis. Let �/�3�9�-� �x� ��� % (* � # be
the optimal solution to (* � # , and �/�V �,��� �x� �-� % ( V  � #be the optimal solution to the MC optimization ( V  � # .
Our goal here is to determine the `�y accuracy of the MC so-
lution ���V . We want to show that similarly to the evaluation
problem the precision of the MC method is independent of
the size of the configuration space E . In the following, we
prove this for: (1) finite allocation space � and (2) alloca-
tion space � bounded to a subspace of IR � . Finite space
analysis similar to ours appears in [14]. Complexity results
for the bounded subspace are new to our knowledge.

Theorem 2 Let � be a finite allocation space of size b �Nb .
Then:j a* �b (* ��� #TdN(* ���V #�b-g1`�#e79l;b �Nb m n q p rp s pt Pj The number of samples that guarantees the `cy opti-

mality of �B�V is: U�g � z pt{ p�|�}-� �^� �S�� P
Proof. The inequality follows from Hoeffding’s bound
with Bonferroni’s correction. The probability that the es-
timate of any value � C�� differs by more than `��-l is:a* J� � C���b (_ � #/dN( V  � #�b-g1`
��l�#e79l;b �Nb m n q p rp s pt P
Assuming only differences smaller than `
��l for all � C�� ,
the difference b (* �B� #TdN(* ���V #�b can be at most ` . Thus:a* �b (* � � #�dk(* � �V #�b�g�`�#�7 l�b �Nb m n q p rp s pt P
The sample complexity bound for `�y follows directly by
bounding the probability with the confidence parameter y .
Bounded allocation space. Assume, without loss of gen-
erality, that � C� �� 	�¡-¢ � . Let us further assume that the
function (* � # is Lipschitz continuous.



Theorem 3 Let � C£  � 	c¡-¢ � and (* � # satisfies the Lips-
chitz continuity condition: b (_ � #�d�(* "¤�#�bG71¥§¦Mb~b � d�¤;b~b ¨
for any ��	 ¤©Ck �� 	�¡-¢ � . Then:j a* �b (* ��� #TdN(* ���V #�b-g1`�#e79l©ª � �5«x¬{) � m n q p r® s pt Pj The number of samples that guarantees the `cy opti-

mality of �B�V is: U�g°¯ z pt{ p oY± |~}�� ª � �I«e¬{² . |~}�� � �� � w P
Proof. Let �*³ be a finite subset of � such that for all � C� there exists �;´ Cf�*³ satisfying b~b � d �;´ b~b ¨ 7iµ . �*³
can be defined by constructing an n-dimensional equally
spaced grid with  ���¶ # � points.

Let �;�³ be the optimal solution restricted to �·³ , that
is: ���³ � ��� �x� �-��¸-¹��xº (_ � # , and let ���V ��³ be the
optimal solution to the sample average approximation
with U samples restricted to the grid � ³ , �;�V ��³ ���� �x� �-��¸-¹4�»º ( V  � # . Then, using the above result for the
finite sets the optimal solution satisfies:¼D½I¾ ¿D½YÀ�ÁIÂ�ÃÄ¿D½YÀ�ÁÅ Â�¾QÆFÇcÂ/È¼D½I¾ ¿D½YÀ�ÁIÂÉÃM¿D½YÀ;ÁÊ;Â�Ë�¿D½YÀ�ÁÊBÂÉÃM¿D½YÀ�ÁÅ Â�ËL¿D½YÀ�ÁÅ�Ì Ê/ÂYÃM¿D½YÀ�ÁÅ�Ì ÊBÂ�¾4ÆLÇcÂÍ ¼D½I¾ ¿D½YÀ;ÁÊ;Â�ÃÄ¿D½YÀ�ÁÅ�Ì ÊBÂ�¾-Æ�ÇMÃ�Î�ÏDÐ
ÑMÂÍ Î ª*ÒÎ^Ñ MÓ�Ô4ÕxÖ q"×�pJØ ¬�Ù�Ú p rp s pt
In the above derivation we used the fact that: b (* �/� #Dd(* �;�³ #�b-79¥Û¦-µ and b (_ ���V ��³ #TdN(* ���V #�b�71¥Û¦�µ . Substi-
tuting µ such that µ � `
�4Ü-¥�¦ we obtain:a* cb (* � � #TdÝ(* � �V #�bÞgf`
#e7=l_ß l ¡ ¥ ¦`áà � m n q p r® s pt P
The number of samples U necessary for `�y estimate is ob-
tained by bounding the probability with the confidence pa-
rameter y .
The complexity results in Theorems 2 and 3 show that the
number of samples needed to obtain the `�y approximation
is independent of the size of the configuration space � that
is exponential in the number of unreliable network com-
ponents. We see that in the case of the bounded alloca-
tion space  �� 	�¡�¢ � , the number of samples depends only lin-
early on the dimension

±
of the first stage allocation vector.

Thus, MC optimization methods eliminate the exponential
dependency on the number of unreliable network compo-
nents.

3.3 Practical considerations and improvements

The overall running time performance of the MC optimiza-
tion depends on two factors: a sample size U and optimiza-
tion algorithms applied to solve the optimization problem.

Since optimization algorithms tend to scale worse than lin-
early, it is important to keep the number of sample con-
figurations over which we optimize as small as possible.
In the following we discuss two solutions addressing this
problem.

Empirical (sample) distribution. A relatively straightfor-
ward simplification reducing the complexity of optimiza-
tion tasks takes advantage of the fact that configurations
can repeat in the sample and thus there are only U ´ 7âU
different configurations to be considered. This effectively
reduces the complexity of the MC optimization problem
since ( V can be rewritten using an empirical distribution.

Subselections from multiple candidate solutions. The
MC optimization can be computationally very expensive
since both the first and the second stage decisions must
be often optimized in parallel. From this perspective, the
MC evaluation of a fixed allocation � with U samples
comes with an advantage; the evaluation can be decom-
posed into U independent second-stage optimization prob-
lems of smaller complexity. We can use this property to
construct a new class of optimization algorithms. The main
idea is that instead of solving one large MC optimization
problem defined by a large sample size, it may be com-
putationally less expensive to solve ¥ MC optimization
problems based on a smaller sample size U � and pick the
best-out-of ¥ solution by evaluating and comparing each
candidate on a larger sample U � .
To illustrate the subselection idea assume that both stages
of the two-stage problem correspond to linear problems,
and ã* "ä* Jå�#I# is the complexity of the linear optimization
algorithm for the problem of size å . Then Monte Carlo
evaluation (after the decomposition) can be performed
roughly in time ã* ÉU � ä* Jæ�#I# where U � is the sample size
used in the evaluation and æ is the complexity of the net-
work. In contrast to this, the complexity of the MC op-
timization is approximately ã* Jä* ÉU � æ·#I# where U � is the
sample size for the optimization purposes. Since ã* "ä* Jå�#I#
grows more than linearly, it may be computationally less
expensive to first solve ¥ different MC optimization tasks
with a smaller sample U � and then pick the best solution
via MC evaluations on a sample size U ��ç U � rather than
performing the MC optimization on a large sample size di-
rectly.

4 Evaluation

Sample complexity bounds derived in the previous section,
though useful from the theoretical perspective, are often of
limited practical importance. The reason is that the sample
size U required to achieve the desired accuracy is typically
much smaller. To obtain a realistic picture about the per-
formance of the MC optimization methods we conduct a
series of experiments on resource optimization problems in
stochastic networks.
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Figure 1: An example of a transportation network with five
producer and five consumer nodes. Dashed lines represent
unreliable connections subject to random failures. Capacity
limits on edges and nodes are shown in parenthesis. Pro-
ducer and consumer nodes have two prices: purchase (first-
stage) and return (second stage) price.

4.1 Example

As a example we consider the problem of allocation of
producers’ and consumers’ capacities over an unreliable
transportation network. Figure 1 illustrates the topology
of one such network. The network consists of three types
of nodes: producer (or input) nodes, consumer (or output)
nodes and regular nodes. Producer and consumer nodes
represent producers/consumers of a resource (commodity,
service etc.). Links represent transportation connections.
Links and nodes have capacities representing transporta-
tion limits and limits on the production/consumption.

In the first stage of the problem the amounts of resources
to be produced and consumed by individual producers and
consumers are chosen. Resources are bought and sold us-
ing purchase prices è�é � H �H and è�é ��ê :4ëì . The initial purchases
and sells are performed before resources are distributed via
the transportation network. Thus, initial allocations are
best viewed as future contracts on the delivery. The un-
derlying transportation network is subject to random con-
nection failures. Whenever a connection fails the delivery
of a resource may not be possible. Such a situation may
result in losses. Losses are defined in terms of the return
(second-stage) prices: è4é�é � H �H and è�é�é ��ê :4ëH . These are prices
one would receive or have to pay if the initial contracts are
not satisfied. Thus, in the second stage the decision about
the distribution of resources leading to minimal losses is
sought.

Our ultimate goal is to find the allocation of resources to
producers’ and consumers’ nodes so that the overall ex-
pected returns are optimized. The expectation covers com-
bined returns from both stages.

Let � be the vector of initial resource allocations in pro-
ducers’ and consumers’ nodes. The two-stage optimization
problem can be expressed as:

maximize % (* � # � +-�  � #M.N0Dí4 +4�  ��	 �
#5#
subject to:� 7 � ê :4ëH 7fî ê :4ëH for every consumer node ï]ð� 7 � H �ì 71î H �ì for every producer node ñ
where + �  � # �óòô W H è�é ��ê :4ëH � ê :4ëH d W ì è�é � H �ì � H �ì_õö 	
and î ê :4ëH 	 î H �ì are capacity limits on nodes. The function + �
corresponds to the second stage (linear) optimization prob-
lem for the failure configuration � :+4�  ��	 ��# � � �-�÷ùø +�ú  ��	 � 2 	 �
#
where:û^ü ½Yý�þ ÿ � þ���Â/È W

�
½YÀ�� Ó� Ã��	� Ó Ì 
� Â����� Ì � Ó� Ã W

�
½YÀ������� Ã��	����� Ì 
� Â������ Ì ������ þ

and � 2 represent second stage resource allocations for the
failure configuration � . The constraints in the second-stage
linear program (not shown) assure the satisfaction of ca-
pacity constraints and the conservation of flow after com-
ponent failures.

The two-stage optimization problem can be merged into
one (huge) linear program where the optimization of the
two stages is performed in parallel:� �-�% � ÷	��� � ÷	��� ������� � ÷ �� ��� + �  � #M. W2 ¹	�   J��# + ú  ��	 � 2 	 �^#
subject to constraints for the first stage and the union of
constraints for every second stage problem. It is important
to stress that the combined linear program offers a tremen-
dous amount of structure so optimization techniques based
on L-shape cuts (or Benders decompositions) [20] can be
utilized to solve it more efficiently.

4.2 Experiments

We have evaluated the MC optimizationalgorithms on mul-
tiple transportation networks. To illustrate the scale-up be-
havior of the MC algorithm we use the example from Fig-
ure 1 with 22 unreliable edges and 600 possible network
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Figure 2: Expected utilities for allocation policies obtained
through exact, Monte Carlo, mean-based, and deterministic
approximations. Values for MC optimizations are averaged
over 50 different solutions.

failure configurations.
�

The exact optimization problem
for this network can be formulated as an LP with over!	" 	 ! ��� variables. This is still in the reach of our optimiza-
tion package ( #  ��$ #&%Qm ) [1] so we are able to compare the
MC solution to the exact solution. The exact solution took
' �����-� seconds.

In the first set of experiments we have compared the MC
optimization method for different sample sizes, against the
optimal solution and two strawman approximations: the
deterministic approximation and the mean-based approx-
imation. The deterministic approximation was obtained by
solving the allocation problem while ignoring the failures,
the mean-based approximation replaced all random vari-
ables representing the edge failures with their means. Fig-
ure 2 shows true expected values of allocations for differ-
ent optimization methods. Because of the variations due to
sampling we plot average expected value over 50 different
runs of the MC method.

Figure 3 illustrates an average time in seconds (over 50
trials) to solve an MC optimization problem for different
sample sizes. In contrast to these results, it took ' �����-�
seconds to solve the problem exactly. Solutions of the de-
terministic and mean-based approximations were obtained
in about twenty milliseconds. Fluctuations in average time
can be explained by the fact that the MC optimization is
performed on the empirical distribution (see section 3.3)
that effectively reduces the size of the ’sample’ used by the
linear program. Despite this, the running times of the MC
optimization appear to ramp up faster than linearly in U ,

(
The total number of failure configurations for the problem

in Figure 1 is
Î*)�)

. Our initial goal, however, was to formulate a
problem we were able to solve exactly so that we can compare
the MC solution to the exact solution. For that reason the number
of configurations was restricted to +*,-, . Experiments with the full
configuration space are described later in the section.
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Figure 3: Average time to solve the MC optimization prob-
lem for different sample sizes.
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Figure 4: Subselection method. Expected utility obtained
for 1, 2 and 5 candidate solutions. The results are averaged
over 50 solutions.

which is expected and due to the complexity of the em-
ployed LP optimization algorithm.

One way to reduce the complexity of the MC optimiza-
tion for very complex networks is to use the subselection
method (Section 3.3). The approach selects the best allo-
cation from among a set of candidate allocations, each ob-
tained by solving the problem on a smaller sample size U � .
The best solution is selected by evaluating and comparing
each allocation on a large sample U � ç U � . The expected
benefit is that evaluations are much easier to do since they
decompose to a sequence of smaller optimization prob-
lems. Figure 4 illustrates the improvement in the quality of
allocations found through the subselection method with 2
and 5 candidate solutions as compared to the standard MC
optimization ( . � � ). The number of samples shown in the
graph define the sample size U � . The evaluation sample
for the subselection method was fixed to U �§� l4U � . The



results in Figure 4 show some improvements in the qual-
ity of allocations found through the subselection approach.
However, only improvements between the standard MC op-
timization method ( . � � ) and the subselection method
with . � l candidates appear to be significant. There is a
visible sample gap between two solutions with the same ex-
pected utility which indicates improvements in the quality
of the solution due to subselection and its potential compu-
tational benefits. We note that the sample gap is smaller for
smaller sample sizes (in the range of 20-30 samples) and
wider for larger sample sizes (50-70 samples). The differ-
ences appears to be problem specific but the fact we see a
clear separation between the two methods illustrates a po-
tential benefit of the subselection approach and warrants its
further study. The differences between subselections with 2
and 5 candidate solutions are less dramatic. This indicates
a multiway trade-off between the sample size, the number
of candidates used, and the quality of the solution. We ex-
pect the optimal balance between these parameters to be
problem specific and insights into these trade-offs would
require further experimentation.

Overall, the quality of MC optimizations and their running
times on our example are very encouraging. The good news
is that we have observed similar behaviors on multiple net-
works of comparable complexity, but with different failure
distributions, nodes connectivity and reward structure. To
illustrate the scale-up performance of the MC methods on
even larger problems we have experimented with a network
with / ! 	 ����� distinct failure configurations. The exact opti-
mization solution is out of the reach of the current LP op-
timization methods (the LP would require roughly 0 mil-
lion variables). However, even in this case we were still
able to evaluate the fixed allocations exactly.

�
Figure 5

illustrates the quality of allocations found by the MC meth-
ods. The graph shows the average (over 50 runs) of the
expected utility of solutions found by the MC optimization
method for different sample sizes, and both the minimum
and the maximum expected utilities. Although we were not
able to compute the optimal solution, the max statistic for
50 trials appears to flatten after about 50 samples and the
max value can be considered a reasonable surrogate of the
optimal solution.

5 Conclusions

We have implemented and studied Monte Carlo optimiza-
tion and evaluation algorithms for two-stage resource allo-
cation problems in stochastic networks. The limitation of
this class of problems is that their complexity grows ex-
ponentially in the number of unreliable network compo-
nents. We showed that Monte Carlo optimization meth-

)
As discussed in Section 3.3 the evaluation of the first stage

allocation policy can be performed by solving a sequence of opti-
mization tasks of smaller complexity.
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Figure 5: Expected utilities of allocation policies found
through the MC optimization method. A network with
' / ! 	 ���-� different failure configurations was used in the
experiment. The results are averaged over 50 solutions. In
addition to averages, we also plot minimum and maximum
expected values out of 50 averaged policies.

ods are able to eliminate the exponential bottleneck. Since,
the MC methods are independent of the space of all fail-
ure configurations they have a great potential of scaling-up
to very complex real-world network problems. This point
has been supported by our experiments on resource alloca-
tion problems in transportation networks. These results are
also in concordance with very recent experimental results
by Verweij et al [21] reporting on the performance of MC
optimization methods on stochastic routing problems with
up to l ��13234 scenarios.

Many interesting research issues related to two-stage al-
location problems in stochastic networks remain open.
The multiple-candidate method with the subselection from
among a smaller set approximate candidate solutions, espe-
cially its variance reduction potential, needs to be analyzed
in more depth both theoretically and experimentally. A re-
lated problem is the choice of the number of candidate so-
lutions to be used by the method. Another challenge is the
investigation of the structural properties of real-world net-
work systems in conjunction with multivariate models of its
random components. The insights from the analysis can be
used to enhance our ability to decompose the problem into
a smaller set of optimization subproblems. Finally, two-
stage resource allocation problems discussed in this paper
are restricted in terms of temporal behaviors they can cap-
ture and effects of actions on distributions. The challenge
ahead of us is to perform complex resource allocations over
unreliable dynamically evolving networks.
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